INTERVIEWS OF MARINA OSWALD
Interview of Marina Oswald on 11/22/63
At Dallas Police Department by SA Bookhout

Dallas report 11/30/63, page 104
Interpreters: Mrs. Ruth Paine & Ilya A. Menantov
Residences: 2515 West 5th St., Irving, Texas; Blackburn 3-1628
Wife of Lee Harvey Oswald, married in Minsk, USSR; three years in 4/64. Arrived New York City 6/13/62, went to home of Robert Oswald, Fort Worth. Took two years in Fort Worth. Returned New York City 6/13/62, went to home of Robert Oswald, Fort Worth. In 5/63 moved to New Orleans.
In 10/62 moved to Dallas. About 9/24/63 moved back to Dallas. About 10/16/63, moved to apartment on Elsbeth St., Dallas. In 10/62 moved back to Dallas. About 11/21/63, LHO spent night with Marina. He left early on Monday.

He had been renting a room at 2515 West 5th St. Danzis, and his parents lived there. In 10/63, he moved to apartment on Elsbeth St., Dallas. About 6/24/63, moved back to Dallas. About 2 weeks later Lee Harvey Oswald
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Interview of Marina Oswald on 11/23/63
At Adolphus Hotel by Dr. Odum & Anderson
Dallas Report 11/30/63, Page 106
Interpreter: Dr. Maria Adelman

She said she desired to help her husband.

She expressed dislike for FBI and refused to be interviewed.
She expressed dislike for FBI and refused to be interviewed.

She said she desired to help her husband.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 11/27/63

In Russian by Leon I. Gopodze, USSR. Also present: Max D. Phillips, USES; BAs Brown & Booty.

Dallas report 11/30/63, page 107

Marina Oswald uncooperative, did not wish to be interviewed. She said she was tired and worried about one of her children who was slightly ill.

She did not like the FBI and felt it had caused her husband to lose his job following his arrest in New Orleans.

She had never conversed with LHO regarding Pres. Kennedy. "He never spoke against Pres. Kennedy at any time."

She could not recall ISO making any statements against Governor Connally.

She had never corresponded with ISO regarding Pres. Kennedy. "I do not know ISO's associates, I do not know what he ever said about them."

The job following the arrest in New Orleans was a difficult one for her husband to lose. She did not like the FBI and felt it had caused her husband to lose his job.

She said she was tired and worried about one of her children who was sickly.

Interrogation of Marina Oswald on 11/27/63.
When LEO was unemployed, he sat home and read.

When Marina arrived here she had been out of work and had done.

When she returned to Dallas she did not know about any trips LEO may have made to Mexico City. When Marina stated she did not know about any trip LEO may have made to Mexico City—TNG—making sure she did not know about any trips LEO may have made to Mexico City. At this point Marina realized the difficulty of taking for granted the facts of the trip to Mexico City.

When Marina & Ruth Paine left New Orleans, they had no friends. They had no friends at New Orleans. She does not recall anyone dropping by their home. She does not recall anyone dropping by their apartment. They had no friends at New Orleans. She does not recall anyone dropping by their home. She does not recall anyone dropping by their apartment.

Friendly and cooperative.

In Houston, Marina & Ruth Paine lived in another city and found it hard to make contact with people outside of their immediate circle. Marina said she did not know about any trip LEO may have made to Mexico City. When he returned to Dallas he did not volunteer any information about where he had been or what he had done. When LEO was unemployed, he sat home and read.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 11/29/63
At Inn of Six Flags, Dallas
By SA Boguslav & Haitman
Dallas report 12/2/63, page 568
Be LBO's return to Dallas (from Mexico) 10/63.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 11/30/63
At home of James Martin Dallas
By SA's Boguslav

Dallas report 12/2/63, page 552; also 12/8/63, page 262

LBO's return to Dallas in 10/63—where he lived--getting the job at Texas School Book Depository--the birth of the baby--LHO's visits to her on the weekends.

LBO said he did not like the work at TSBD and wanted to try to find another job. He looked for job at photographic concern, but did not get it.

At TSBD he was not interested in fellow employees--boss was a nice man--atmosphere there was congenial.

LBO's use of another name at his rooming house.

LHO's visit on 11/21/63. They had argued; he wanted to make up. Marina would not and did not talk to him on 11/21/63. She went to bed at 8:30 on 11/21/63. They had argued, he wanted to make up.

That same night she mentioned President Kennedy's visit and he was short in his answer to her. On one occasion he had said President Kennedy was a good president. She felt intuitively he might have been aiming at Governor Connally.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 11/30/63

Interview #2
At home of James Martin, Dallas
By SAS Boguslav & Heitman
Dallas report 12/2/63, page 597; also 12/6/63, page 256.

Marina Oswald's early life in Russia.
Life with her uncle who is in "lumbering" in Ministry of Internal Affairs of Belorussia in Minsk. He wears a military uniform. He lived in an apartment house of the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

She met LSO in 3/61 and married him 4/30/61.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 12/1/63
At home of James Martin
By S.A. Boguslav & Heitman
Dallas report 12/2/63, page 563; also 196/63, page 267 (same interview)

Marina Oswald's work—first child born 2/15/62.
At the hospital Marina earned 45 rubles per month.
LHO was a metal worker in radio factory—unskilled worker—earned 80 – 90 rubles per month. She knew medical doctors who earned more than 65 rubles a month.
LHO did not like hard Russian winter.
LHO was offered Soviet citizenship & had refused. Her uncle asked if LHO could return to U.S. & she told him "no."
He was sorry he had gone to Russia, she believed.

BOO was metal worker in radio factory—unskilled worker—earned 80 – 90 rubles per month. She knew medical doctors who earned not more than 65 rubles a month.

Marina Oswald's work—first child born 2/15/62.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 12/2/63

Interview #1

By SA's Boguslav, Reitman and McNeely

Dallas report 12/8/63, page 272

Re whether Marina knew what JFK took from home on 11/22/63.

She did recognize the paper type as like that JFK had bought.

She did not recognize the paper.

She did not recognize the paper type as like that JFK had bought.
Marina knew LBO owned rifle but did not know when he bought it or got it. LBO kept rifle in Paine garage wrapped in a blanket. Blanket with rifle in garage about 10/25/63.

She photographed LBO with rifle and newspapers. Remained he wanted it for remembrance sake. Photo taken toward end of February or early in March, 1963. (Had he bought the rifle by this time—TNG.)
Interview of Marina Oswald on 12/2/63

Interview Report 12/08/63, page 274

Her life with ISO in Russia. They rented an apartment for 75 rubles per month, including electricity, gas, and water. ISO was a little bit lazy—hospitable but not a good conversationalist.

Her uncle is a member of the Communist Party.

The name Hidell is fictitious—rhymed with Fidel—he emulated Castro. His Russian was good and he knew how to curse in the language.

ISO was pessimistic, short-tempered, and difficult to get along with. He did not care for his mother. He preferred to be by himself and with Marina. He did not care for his mother.

They rented an apartment for 75 rubles per month, including electricity and water.

Her uncle is a member of the Communist Party.

Marina never knew ISO to speak of or attempt suicide. She knew of no contacts by Soviet Intelligence with Leo.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 12/3/63

By Sas Boguslaw and Reitman Dallas report 12/8/63, page 295

She describes the night of the 21st at 11:80 p.m. She didn't seem agitated as before. Beard mentioned the arguments and fights between her and LHO. She mentioned the argument that occurred between her and LHO.

They looked for the rifle but only found the blanket. She remembers the afternoon of June's birthday when they lived on Neeley St. She heard the assassination on TV, and wondered if it was real. She describes the night of the 8th. LHO didn't seem
She felt that LEO had been planning the attempt on Walker for a month. She became aware of the mediation in her room.

"Farewell" letter of LEO read to her.

She told of attempt on General Walker; he ran away and came home on the bus. What did he do with the rifle?—bring it home on the bus?—hide it?—where?—TNG.

She felt that LEO had been planning the attempt on Walker for a month before, because of the mediation in her room.

By the Bogoslov and Helmam
INTERVIEW #3
Interview of Marina Oswald on 12/3/63
Interview of Marina Oswald on 12/3/63

Interview #2

By 8As Boguslav and Heitman

Dallas report 12/8/63, page 280


Arrived at Fort Worth on 12/3/63

Marina about their departure from USSR to U.S.

...but has decided against it since she heard of the death and the children.

She made request to go back to Russia in April and March 1963.

She expressed the differences between the American and Russian woman.

Mainly about their departure from USSR to U.S.
Marina Oswald viewed 45 photographs including Pavel Golschev and Alexandra Zieger.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 12/4/63

Interview #1

By Sam Bogulavsky and Reitzman

Dallas Report 12/8/63, page 285

More on General Walker assassination attempt. LHO was employed at the time. The photograph she took of LHO was about this time.
Interview with Marina Oswald 12/4/63
Interview #2
By Salas Boguslav and Reitman
Dallas report 12/8/63, page 287

Their visit to Mobile with Murrets so LEO could speak at Seminary.
Long distance call from friend of Mr. Palme's in Fort Worth re speaking Russian.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 12/4/63
Interview #3

By SAS Boguslav and Heitman
Dallas report 12/8/63, Page 290

About their stay in Russia.

About their interest in Cuba.

She said LHO would not like Cuba—she only place he would like would be the moon where there are no people.

When in U. S., LHO said he would like to go and live in Cuba.

About their stay in Russia.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 12/4/63

By Ma Boguslav and Reitman

Dallas report 12/8/63, page 294

Marina identified handwriting of WO on letter connected with his attempt on Walker's life.
Interview of Martha Oswald on 12/4/63

ON the 21st LEO had the marriage ring on. When police searched, they found it on a dresser in Marilyn's room. She thinks LEO left it as a sign of his not coming back.

Dallas report 12/10/63, page 77

By the Dallas Morning and Morning

Interview of Marilyn Oswald on 12/4/63
Interview of Marina Oswald on 12/5/63

By SAs Boguslav and Heitman

Dallas report 12/8/63, page 251

Handwritten note given Marina--taken from LSO's wallet.

After Ms. arrest in New Orleans on Aug. 9, 1963.
Marina does not know Joe Franklin.

LHO did not believe in God--sarcastic of his religious cousin.

Marina does not know Joe Franklin.
She was asked why the Soviets permitted her to leave. She knows the Ziegir family who came from Argentina and had taken out Soviet citizenship. Prior to departure, she had a physical examination. She says if she knew Oswald wanted to return to the U.S., she would not have married him.

In May, 1962, she received the actual exit document. She was offered citizenship but refused it. Her friends didn't want her to leave. Changed rubles to dollars before leaving.

LHO stayed at Hotel Metropole and then Hotel Berlin in Ascots. They were in Moscow during film festival prior to departure. LHO was offered citizenship but refused it. Embassy officials checked her letters to Moscow.

She was asked why the Soviets permitted her to leave.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 12/11/63

By BAs Heitman and Boguslav

Dallas report 12/23/63, page 731

While on Feeley St., Mrs. DeMohrenschildt visited and was shown the rifles LBO purchased by Marina. Hunting club composed of factory workers. LBO purchased permit and showed Mrs. DeMohrenschildt the rifles and weapons purchased by LBO in Russia. Marina cannot tell the difference between shotgun and rifle.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 12/11/63

By Sots Heitman and Buguslau

Dallas report 12/23/63, 733

Questioned again on events surrounding Walker incident.

Defterehardt visited and remarked jokingly re Walker incident.

The attempt with rifle wrapped in raincoat.

She recalled JHO returned to Neely St. on the Sunday following.

JHO had buried rifle in a field near the railroad tracks.

JHO had gone to Walker's house 3 days to actual time. Post.

Interview of Marina Oswald on 12/11/63 (E)
Interview of Marina Oswald on 12/16/64 (ii)

By SAa

Dallas report 12/23/63, page 735

She did not recognize photo of sling on rifle.

LEO moved 2 weeks prior to Marina from Dallas to New Orleans and did not see the rifle until they were settled in NO in his room.

The next time she saw the rifle was in Paine garage wrapped in a blanket.

After assassination, she looked for the rifle and thought it was there but was surprised that police did not find it in the blanket.

Does not know how rifle was transported back to Dallas.

Next time she saw the rifle was in Paine garage wrapped in a blanket.

Does not recall LBO practicing with rifle or ever seen ammunition.

The rifle was not seen the night they were settled in NO in his room.

Next time she saw the rifle was in Paine garage wrapped in a blanket.

She did not recognize photo of sling on rifle.
Does not recall LHO wanting a car or talking to anyone about buying one. She believes he was not a Marxist, but he made this statement only to draw attention to himself. They would have frequent quarrels about political philosophy. These quarrels would lead to physical mistreatment. She wanted a divorce because of his crazy ideas and political opinions. Does not recall LHO knowing any teenager boys. (Continued on next page.)
Interview of 'farina Oswald on 12/27/64 at 2)
BY SA a
Reitman and
Boguslau
Dallas report 12/23/63, 744
good friends of the DeMohrenechildt but LSO was afraid of
George because he was big in
stature and talked loudly..
Dees not believe G. Dellohrenschildt would influence WO to
do anything«
LBO appeared on a radio program in Moscow shortly after
arrival in Russia..
Recalls the name Col, Blcolat Aksionov,
a
high
official
in
the Ministry of Interior at Minsk. Says the family relationship with
official of Interior Dept, got her the interview«
Yuri Mereahinsky is friend of Oswald's who introduced her to
MO at the dance at the Palace of Culture.
Her best girl friend in Russia is Galina Abontuleva,
a
fellow
student
at the pharmaceutical school.
E, friend of Lff0 working in same factory,
Questioned re certain names in her address book.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 12/17/63

By SAs Rittman and Boguslav

Dallas report 12/23/63, page 743

While living on Elizabeth St, they had quarreled while in

a general store in Irving. Never visited a furniture store in Irving, Tex. and does

not recall telling a sales lady birth date of her daughter whilst in

Texas. They then moved with Kathy Ford, late fall of '62. De Rohrenstich move her and the baby to Anna Heffer, late fall 1962.

Never visited a furniture store in Irving, Tex. They had quarreled and she had
Interview of Marina Oswald on 12/10/63

By SAs Reitman and Boguslav

Dallas report 7/64, page 190

Interrogation of Marina Oswald on 12/19/63 (I)
Interview of Marina Oswald on 12/19/84

By SAs Reitman and Boguslav

Dallas report 1/7/84, page 188

Identified blue cloth jacket that belonged to LBO.

Does not know Joe R. Franklin nor LBO bringing a man to her house either on Mercedes St. or when living with her friends in Dallas.

Does not recall where Oswald got in a car and drove off with another man.

Does not recall LBO being connected with Texas Import-Export Company or Fort Worth.

Does not recall LBO being connected with Texas Import-Export Company or Fort Worth.

Does not recall LBO being connected with Texas Import-Export Company or Fort Worth.

Does not recall LBO being connected with Texas Import-Export Company or Fort Worth.

She said she was not interested in conversing on political matters with LBO.

Mentioned more info on Col. Aksionov.

She denied ever being in Russia.

Does not know any Russian officials or intelligence officers that LBO contacted in Russia.

Identified blue cloth jacket that belonged to LBO.
Identified bracelet as a gift to her from LBO that was given immediately after his return from New Orleans in early October 1963.

She did not know that he went to Mexico prior to returning to Dallas.

Did not discover wedding ring on dresser until police found it on Nov 22, 1964.

She was questioned concerning the events of the night of Nov 21, 1963. LBO was nervous because he had not gone to sleep as he usually did.

She was questioned concerning her personal relationships with anyone else.

She has never had any meetings alone or with LBO.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 1/16/64
By SA. Heitman

Questioned about her recollection of activities of LEO on Sat., Nov. 9, 1963. Does not know of any occasion when LBO talked to anybody about the purchase of an automobile.

Questioned concerning LSO's trip to Mexico. Portions of the diary were discussed. Enew Bimma Sherikova, who was the guide of LHO during that trip to Moscow andussia, remembers LHO as not attempting suicide since he knew him. The remembers seeing the score of a game in which he did not attempt to obtain permission to stay there in Russia. She remembers LHO was not a Russian citizen.

LHO walked into American Embassy in Moscow and threw passport on the table and told the officials that he considered himself no longer an American.

LHO has been disappointed in Russia. Pavel Golovachev, a good friend, talked about electronics, politics and played chess with LHO.

Eric Tito - a medical student in Minsk, was afraid to openly discuss political questions.

Letter 9/9/63 mentioning the "Z's" to be German. Describes friend Lariessa Petrovana Petrushevich, aka Lialia.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 1/17/84.

By SAs Heitman and Boguslav

Dallas report 1/22/64, page 235

Questioned re notations on a sheet of autobiographical notes

MO has no phonographic record that she knows of.

He has never spoken about Jai-lai games. She has never been in or seen 1026 N. Beckley. He has no intention of doing harm to Kennedy or Connally any time before the 22nd. He did write to US Navy, protesting his discharge.

He has never been in or seen 1026 N. Beckley.

He has never spoken about Jai-lai games.

He has no phonographic record that she knows of.

Questioned re notations on a sheet of autobiographical notes.

Mentioned two more acquaintances:

1. TAMARA ROOMY
   Employed at 3rd Cl. Hospital.

2. SOFIA FASIY
   Employed at 3rd Cl. Hospital.

Stated if Ruby is found guilty, wishes not to have his life for enough blood has been shed.

Of MO.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 1/21/64

By Sites Heitman and Boguslav

Dallas report 2/11/64, page 286

Questioned about trip to Mexico, English-Spanish dictionary and the postal cards on Mexican scenes.

Identified the bracelet.

Remembers the coin with a hole in it as from Mexico but does not know if it was from Mexico or not.

Does not recall his mentioning Jai- lei games.

Baugh draft letter written by LSO mentioned to her re his trip to Mexico but she knew nothing about it and could not read handwriting. Though draft letter mentioned by LSO was not mentioned to her re LSO.

She was surprised that Mrs. Paine knew about the letter.

Whenever she'd ask him about his business, he'd reply, "None of your business."
Interview of Marina Oswald on 1/29/64
By SA's Heitman and Inch
Dallas report 2/11/64, page 288

Could give no info re LBO stay between 10/19-11/2/62, she did stay with Mrs. John R. Boll and the day with Mr. Frank Denry Ray.

Advised LNO had not owned a brown and white pull-over sweater or white dungarees or white canvas shoes.

Questioned about the cameras which were owned by them.

Was exhibited photo of Ex. #378-depicts two cameras.

Activities between Nov. 22-24, 1963 of Marina:

Nov. 22, 1963 - spent night at Paine residence along Marguerite.

Nov. 23, 1963 - spent the night at Inn of Six Flags in Dallas.

Nov. 24, 1963 - spent night at Inns of Six Flags and gave her a wallet and the money LBO had saved-$180.00.

Money is now spent.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 2/31/64
By Wallace R. Heitman
Dallas Report 2/11/64, page 291

Questioned concerning a letter mentioning "ALFRED from Cuba and FREDERICK.
ALFRED is a Cuban citizen and a resident of Cuba who has been studying in Russia. FREDERICK worked in the same factory with Oswald and was an acquaintance. He wanted to marry Anita Zieger but she had no interest. Anita Zieger has no interest in marrying either."

ALFRED
FREDERICK
Anita Zieger

Questioned concerning a letter mentioning ALFRED.
She was exhibited a photo which appeared to be street scenes in Russia. She made available a 4 pg. Russian hand-written letter, dated 12/27/64. She was interviewed a photo which appeared to be street scenes.
Questioned re photos which LBO took behind Walker house. She saw photos 2 or 3 days after the shooting. Saw photos taken for the assassination in the bathroom. Believes LBO developed pictures himself as he had access to the equipment where he worked. She is not sure which camera was used, but believes it was taken with an American camera.

Questioned re LHO's rifle. Did not see rifle in process of moving. Did recall two duffle bags left in Paine's station wagon. Described Rath Paine as a very talkative woman. She did not tell her about the rifle incident. She knows Ruth makes notations on the calendar but does not remember re 'Oct 23 - LHO purchase or rifle'. She remembers hearing him cleaning rifle in January 1963, had been practicing with the rifle. Ruth Paine has not been mentioned to Ruth Paine. Suggests a week before wanted to save something for the Commission.
He wanted to go to Cuba. Had to go by way of Mexico. He wrote no letters while in Mexico. Postcards and bracelets mentioned. But was unsuccessful. Told her of the various things he saw and did while there. Traveled to and from by bus. Had $70-$80 and came back $70 when he came back. He went alone and contacted Cuban embassy while there. He mentioned various things he saw and did while there. Told her of the various things he saw and did while there. He went alone and contacted Cuban embassy while there. He wrote no letters while in Mexico. Postcards and bracelets mentioned.
Concerning the alleged target practice was mistaken on 8/17.

Prior to 12/3/63 interview:

Prior to 12/3/63 interview:

She referred to 12/3/63 interview:

Concerning the alleged target practice was mistaken on 8/17.
Said Martin had had an operation which would render him incapable of being a father.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 2/24/64

By SAS Heitman and Boguslav

Dallas report 3/10/64, page 449

Gave info re locking LHO up in the bathroom to keep him there.

IF LHO had made it to Cuba and accepted, she would have joined.

LHO made plans to hijack plane and fly to Cuba August or September after Watergate incident.

If LHO had made it to Cuba and accepted, she would have joined him.

During planning of hijack, LHO began taking physical exercise.

Tell the story.

By SAS Heitman and Boguslav
Interview of Marina Oswald on 2/25/84

By Heitman and Beguslav

Dallas report 3/10/64) page 456

Exhibited photo of LTUDMILA NIKOLAYETNA PROSAKOVA: nes 'SCUM; could not identify subject nor is any relationship to her.

Identified "Imperial Reflex camera as property of LTU.

Questioned re LHO's statement he would bull a washing machine - after he got back from Mexico.

Questioned re notice of the Irving, Texas Post Office of mail.

Exhibited photo of LTU, NIKOLAYETNA PROSAKOVA; nes 'ISERMYO3;

DIARY REPORT 3/10/64, PAGE 456
BY OLIVER AND SOLOVAY

INTERVIEW OF MARGA O'WIGG on 3/25/64 (2)
Interview of Marina Oswald on 2/25/64 (1)

By Heitman and Boguslav

Dallas report 3/10/64, page 455
By S.H. Heitman and Boguslaw

Interview of Marilyn Oswald on 3/25/64 (1)

Advised she has leased a house at 629 Belt Line Road, Richardson
Interview of Marina Oswald on 2/25/64 (03)

By SAs Mittman and Bogualav

exhibited photos taken from Paine residence numbered 6-411 - D-46

Dallas report 3/10/64, page 459

by the historian and Bogualav

interview of Marina Oswald on 3/25/64 (9) #
Interview of Marina Oswald on 2/27/64

By B. Heitman and Boguslau

Dallas report 3/10/64, page 489

Questioned further on Nixon incident.

Exhibited inventory Item B31: letter written to her and LHO

Marguerite was questioned concerning the photo of LHO with rifle and pistol.

Exhibited inventory Item B32: letter written to her and LHO

B31: letter written to her and LHO

Questioned further on Nixon incident.

Dalllas report 3/10/64, page 489

Exhibited inventory Item B31: letter written to her and LHO

Interview of Marina Oswald on 2/27/64.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 3/12/64

By SA. Boguslaw

Dallas report, page 487

Inquiry and asked why some letters have been cut out. She had no reason
Interview of Marina Oswald on 3/12/64

By SAs Heitman and Bogualau

Dallas report 4/15/64, page 485

Questioned concerning two thick books on the subject of the Q.S.

She says that none of her friends thinks LEO is the assassin.

Past two weeks has written to her friend, David Kennedy.

Correspondence name Mary Lou Patterson is not familiar.

The name "Hobbes" was not familiar to her. She asked the name she, Martin and Thorne used on the way to Dallas.

The name "Hobbes" was not familiar to her. She says that none of her friends think LEO is the assassin.

IO had an American acquaintance in Russia - an American news correspondent, name Mary Lou Patterson is not familiar.

LBO had an American acquaintance in Russia - an American news correspondent, name Mary Lou Patterson is not familiar.

Past two weeks has written to her friend, Galina [unreadable].

She says that none of her friends think LEO is the assassin.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 3/13/64
By SAs Quigley and Boguslau.
Dallas report 4/15/64, page 488

Exhibited Vol. I and II of "The Outline of History" by H.G. Wells as belonging to LHO.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 3/19/84

By BAs Wiehl and Reitman

Dallas report 4/15/64, page 489

6

Interview of Marina Oswald on 3/19/64 (I)
Exhibited photos to her, numbered 65-1 through D-91.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 3/31/64
By SAs Heitman and rood
Dallas report 4/15/64, page 501
Be her contacts with Isaac Don Levine and his plans for writing a book.
Questioned re statement made by Pavel Golouchev in a letter to her on Sept 15, 1962 re "Man With The Rifle"
Interview of Marina Oswald on 4/1/64

By SA Heitman
Dallas report 4/15/64, page 502

Requested concerning clothing jackets which had been owned by HO.

Asked re person nicknamed "Tolia" who is Anatoli, the boyfriend of her friend Larissa Petrovna Petrusevich.

Questioned concerning clothing jackets which had been owned by HO.
Interview of Marina Oswald
on 4/3/64
By 34 Heitman

Dallas report 4/15/64, page 503

Concerning silver-colored bracelet. LBO wore one similar to it in the place of his watch, which was in need of repair. Does not know where INC purchased bracelet.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 4/27/64
By SAS Heitman and Kiehl
Dallas report 5/98/54, page 591
Concerning info received from Van Der Torn re trouble LHO had with Mexican authorities on Del Norte Line. She knows nothing about it.

Does not know of any photo of LHO with Hyde, London or Kienzle.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 5/4/64 by S. A. Riehl and Heitman.

Dallas report 5/28/64, page 592:

"Exhibited D-209 and recognized LHO in them and stated LHO had not seen some Americans on way back from grocery store. Asked about the method of transportation to Panama from Mexico. Asked about the baggage sticker. Nothing about bags was taken when. Did recognize the bags though. Not familiar with bags of Oswald to New Orleans and Mexico not familiar what was taken when. Did recognize the bags though.

Exhibited D-209 and recognized LHO in them and stated LHO had not seen some Americans on way back from grocery store."

Dollars Report 5/28/64, page 592

By the FBI.
dated on 5/4/64

Interview of Marina Oswald on 5/4/64.
In inspection of Marina Oswald on 5/13/64

By "Us Heitman and Kehl •

Dallas report 5/28/64, page 596

Questioned re: POLINA VASILIIKNA MIKHAILIOVA, YVAN,

Vladimir Mikhailovich Mikhailov (son)

Alexandr Mikhailovich Mikhailov (son)

Valentin Mikhailovich Mikhailov (son)

Turi Mikhailov (grand, husband)

Aleksandra, Marias, or Ola.

Universe Alekseevna Mikhailov" Yvano,

Velja Alekseevna Mikhailov" Yvano,

Vladimir Turievich

Does not know the names

IRINA

OLECHKA, MARIUSIA, or OLA,

POLINA VASSILKOVNA PROSAKOVA MIKHAILOVA (aunt)

Translated per POLINA VASSILKOVNA PROSAKOVA MIKHAILOVA (aunt)

Dallas report 5/28/64, page 596

By SRA Kehlan and Penn

Interrogation of Marina Oswald on 5/13/64
Interview of Marina Oswald on 8/3/64

By BAs Heitman and Mehl

Dallas report 7/2/64, page 257

Exhibited PPC card with signature "A.L. Clinton - aged"

Exhibited handwriting specimen for us. It is her handwriting. We made her write it.

Exhibited PPC card with signature "A.L. Clinton - aged."

Dallag Report 7/2/64 page 257

By the Houston and Fort Worth

Statement of Katrina Oswald on 6/2/64
Interview of Marina Oswald on 6/4/64 (1)

By &is

Heitman and

Plehl

Dallas report 7/2/64 page 280

Questioned re conversation she had with LHO re attempt on Walker.

LEO had taken bus to vicinity of Walker house and then walked the re-

After the attempt, LHO buried rifle in field near tracks.

She recalls LHO showing her pictures of Walker house. He was not connected

with anyone to get Walker.

Douglas Adams through Dolores Harmon and Kitchen.

Re meeting Douglas Adams through Dolores Harmon and Kitchen.

(2)

Interview of Marion Oswald on 6/4/64 (1)
No discussion with her re movie of her life by the Tex-Italia Products except with Martin and Thorne; but no money was mentioned.

Dallas Report 7/2/64, page 259

Interview of Marina Oswald (8) on 6/1/64

By SAa Heitman and Wieland
Interview of Abrina Oswald on 6/5/64
By ads Heitman and Wiehi
Dallas report 7/2/64, page 263

She is positive LBO said Nixon when he was going to attempt to shoot. Knows Nixon because of Republican candidate for Pres. She is positive LBO said Nixon when he was going to attempt to shoot. Knows Nixon because of Republican candidate for Pres.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 6/8/64
By Hillman and Wiehe
Dallas report 7/2/84, page 264

He Nixon. Was positive it was Nixon for she remembers the famous kitchen debate between him and Khrushchev.
Interview of Marina Oswald on 6/15/64
By SA Reitman
Dallas report 7/2/64, page 259

Reiterated that she wrote Oswald's name on MC Ident.
Card in July or Aug, 1963.
Item # D-18.